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Create a typographic weather vane.

There are many ways to solve this 
problem. Your options are only limited 
by your imagination. This assignment 
requires some thought, research and 
perhaps trial and error.



What is a weather vane?

A properly designed and balanced weather 
vane will traditionally point into the wind, 
thereby showing the direction that the wind 
is coming from.

They are typically used as an architectual 
ornament to the highest point of a building.

Although they are functional they are 
usaully meant to be decorative.

What is typography?

The design and use of typefaces as 
a means of communication. The 
technique of arranging type in order to 
make language visible.

The arrangement of type involves the 
selections of typefaces, point size, line 
length, leading, tracking and kerning.



How is typography used?

In the past, typography was used to make 
seals and currency.

Now it is used in many different ways.
Type setting
Type design
Handwriting
Calligraphy
Graffiti
Architecture

Poster design
Billboards
Advertising
Logos
Apparel
Kinetic type in films

Why is typography used?

Typography is a major part in promotional 
material and advertising. Type is used to 
set a theme and mood. It can be used to 
draw attention. Type often reflects a com-
panies brand.



What is a dandelion?

A widely distributed weed of the daisy fam-
ily, with a rosette of leaves, bright yellow 
flowers followed by globular heads of seeds 
with downy tufts, and stems containing a 
milky latex. 

What is so special about a dandelion?

Dandelions are very rich in nutrients. The 
roots and leaves of the plant have been used 
as medicines for breast maladies, bloating, 
digestive disorders, aching joints, fevers, and 
skin disorders. The leaves of the plant are 
very rich in vitamins, including A, C, D, 
and B-complex. They also have high levels 
of minerals like iron, magnesium, zinc potas-
sium, manganese, copper, choline, calcium, 
boron, and silicon. 



Inspiration



Project Ideas

organic
dandelion tea

COLORS

Supplement Facts
Serving Size: 1 cup

Amount Per Serving      % 
Calories 0
Organic Dandelion root, roasted           
*Daily value not established

Directions:

WARNING:        

Pour 8 oz. freshly boiled water over one or two tea bags                   
in a cup. Cover cup and steep 15 minutes. These steps                    
directly influence the amount of beneficial components    
that will end up in your teacup. Gently squeeze the                   
tea bag to release any remaining extract. Unless other                  
wise prescribed, drink these freshly prepared cups daily.  
For extra strength brew, use two tea bags. Dandelion  
teas should be used for periods of up to 4-6 weeks,                   
followed by a break before resuming.

Consult your healthcare provider prior to use if you have 
severe acute, inflammation of the gallbladder, painful
obstruction of the bowel, or obstructed bile ducts.
Pregnancy and lactation: Consult your pre- or post natal 
healthcare provider prior to use.



More Inspiration



whirl in the wind



3D Dandelion Process



Final Dandelion

Overall I am really happy with how my 3D 
dandelion came out. It took a lot of plan-
ning, trial and error but I’m happy that I was 
encouraged to try something new and design 
something out of my comfort zone.



Colophon

Dandelion Materials
10” styrofoam ball
Flex heating pipe
3 oz. plastic cups
6 ft. plastic hose
Hot glue/glue gun
Spray Paint
Drill
Artificial snow
25 lb. weight plate
CO2 Tank
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